Subject index

adocracy 44–5
Africa 54, 61, 174–5
allocentrism 154
Argentina 54, 56, 217, 226
attitudes 144–8
cultural variations and 145, 146
equity versus inequity and 146
job satisfaction and 144, 145, 146
morale and 145
productivity and 147
psychological contract and 146, 166
rewards and 145
work-related 144
Australia 13, 21, 39, 43, 45–6, 49, 65, 106, 113, 123, 131, 140, 172, 179, 199, 226
Austria 8, 63, 122, 253
autonomy
affective 39
conservatism and 38
intellectual 39
Belgium 122, 132
beliefs 23
Bolivia 80, 167, 268
Brazil 1, 16, 35, 46, 53–4, 60–62, 67, 123, 138–9, 148, 156, 167, 169, 170, 250, 254, 265, 274
BRIC see Brazil, Russia, India, China
Canada 6, 13, 17, 21, 28, 32, 46, 49, 59, 81, 106, 113, 129, 131, 138–9, 148, 156, 167, 169, 179, 250, 265
chaebol 113
character
national 9–10
Chile 54, 61, 167, 169, 307
China 1, 6, 8, 14, 16, 21, 26, 35, 39, 42, 43, 46, 52, 53, 55, 57–8, 61–2, 67, 80, 81, 84, 87, 121, 123, 263–4, 266, 268, 274
clan 44
collectivism 41–2, 57, 177
horizontal 41–2, 43, 179
institutional 58, 59
vertical 41–2, 43, 58, 179
commitment
and affect 149, 152
calculative, 149
and culture 153
and expatriates 148
and job involvement 147, 149, 151
and job withdrawal 152
normative, 149–50
organization 147, 149, 151–2
and personality 148
and workaholism 18, 151
communication
abstractive versus associative norms in 80
apology and 83
barriers to 75–9
cross-cultural 70
cultural differences in 70–73, 93, 128–61, 243, 245
decision-making and 95
elaborate versus succinct 85–6
etiquette and 82
face saving and 82, 87, 91
face-to-face 74
gender differences 94
globalization and 245
haptics 88
high versus low contact cultures 88–91
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- high-context versus low-context
  - 40–41
- humor and 83–4
- ideology versus pragmatism
  - 79–80
- language and 96
- linguistic styles and 96
- media 78
- non-verbal 74–5
- and power distance 93
- proxemics 87
- self-construal and communication
  - 73
- self-disclosure and 84–5
- silence 86–7, 90
- stereotyping 76
- symbols and 81
- teams 74
- technology and 245
- temporal issues and 95
- truthfulness and 87
- and uncertainty avoidance 93
- verbal 74–5
- compensation 141, 148
- cultural differences in 142
- disparity in 142
- executive 141–2
- expatriates and 143–4
- and gender 142–4, 155
- glass ceiling and 141
- and wage gaps 143

conflict
- communication and 116
- cultural differences in 115
- emotional appeals and 115
- expressive oriented 115
  - in high-context cultures 115–16
  - in low-context cultures 115–16
- instrumental-oriented 115
- loss of face in 115
- resolution 115–16
- Confucian dynamic 55
- Confucianism 64
  - emotion focused and 180
  - problem-focused and 180
- corruption 54
- Costa Rica 30, 167
- cultural complexity 176
- cultural differences
  - and cognitive dynamics 112
  - and relativism 112
  - and social norms 16
- cultural dimensions
  - individualism–collectivism 41–2
- cultural frameworks
  - Hall 40–41
  - Hofstede 28–33
  - Hooker 44–5
  - Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck 25–8
  - Ronen–Shenkar 37
  - Schwartz 38–40
  - Triandis 41–4
  - Trompenaars 34–7
- cultural intelligence 321
- cultural sensitivity see cultural intelligence
- cultural syndrome 28, 176–8, 179
- culture 20–25
  - adhocracy and 44
  - and ecological factors 1, 20
  - affective 35
  - Anglo-Saxon 12, 46
  - ascription and 36
  - clan 44
  - decision-making and 116–21
  - definitions of 20–25
  - and demographic factors 20
  - egalitarianism and 39
  - emic 11, 48
  - and emotion 10, 48
  - etic 11, 48
  - heterogeneous 47
  - hierarchical 39, 44
  - high 9
  - homogenous 47
  - internal- versus external-oriented 37
  - and learning 23–4
  - loose 21
  - market 44
  - mastery versus harmony orientation
    - and 39
  - material 22
  - objective 22
  - organizational 14
  - and personality 4, 9–10
  - progress-prone 173
  - progress-resistant 176
  - relationship-oriented and 44
  - rule-oriented and 44
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and stereotypes 9, 26
subjective 22–3
tight 21, 41, 42
as variable 15
data 271
decision-making
approaches to
autocratic versus participative leadership and 123
collectivism and 121
consensus in 28
cultural differences in 95, 116–24, 145, 220–21, 239–59
incremental type 116
in Japan 120
loss of face in 120
moral idealism and 122
non-programmed 117
programmed 117
selective perception and 121
in South Korea 120
steps of 118–20
uncertainty avoidance and 121
utilitarianism and 122
Denmark 40, 43, 47, 57, 60, 89, 123, 175, 179, 226
Dominican Republic 217

eco-culture 1, 2, 5
Ecuador 167
egalitarianism 40
egocentrism 113, 115
Egypt 7, 37, 42, 54, 57, 77, 84, 217
ethnocentrism 8
expatriates
failure of 143

face
and harmony 249
lian 91, 249
loss of 249, 250
mianzi 91, 111, 249
and respect 249
saving 73, 82, 87
familialism 52
Finland 47, 60, 63, 65, 123, 292
Germany 1, 8, 17, 27, 35–6, 39, 41, 46, 59, 63, 65–7, 70, 77, 89, 90, 122, 131–2, 138, 148, 150–51, 174–5, 241–2, 253, 289
goals
structure of 177
work 132, 135
globalization 11, 13, 53–6, 206, 314
corruption and 306
and cultural variations 56, 66–8
distribution of income in 322–3
economic interdependence in 323
gender equality in 323
Greece 27, 42, 49, 52, 57, 84, 129, 289
groups 186
authority in 188
cohesion and 188, 199
culture and 194
culture and 28–30, 29–34, 193
effectiveness of 190
goals and objectives of 186–7
harmony and 25, 30, 40, 44, 58, 64, 65
interpersonal ability in 191
norms 193, 197
processes 186, 191, 195, 207
process gain and 194
process loss and 194
relationships in 187
social loafing and 194, 196
structure 194
task-driven 188
task-relevant ability in 191
types of 188
work 186, 192
see also teams
group think 194, 196
guanxi 110, 113, 247
guilt 10

harmony 111
Hinduism 173
Holland see Netherlands
Human Relations Area Files 10
Hungary

immigration
in Australia 13
in Canada 13
in Japan 13
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in New Zealand 13
in the US 13
Indonesia 7, 8, 13–14, 49, 53–5, 58, 61, 87, 156
individualism 55–7
horizontal 57, 179
vertical 57, 179
information 271
intellectual capital 271
international human resource management 288–305
action learning and 297
balancing dualities 289, 292
coaching and mentoring 298
compensation and 290, 300
cultural diversity and 294
cultural variations in 300–302
development and training 294–5
differentiation 289, 290
employee assistance programs 300
employment contract 289
expatriates 304
feedback in 290
functions of 293
future research in 303–304, 307
global mindset and 297, 300
internal consistency 289, 290
job satisfaction and 288
performance appraisals 300
performance management and rewards 294
recruitment and selection 293–4
socialization and 300
strategic value and 291–2
task versus relationship orientation 300–302
teams and 296, 300
work motivation in 288
Iran 7, 117, 220
Iraq 7
Ireland 129, 139
Islam 7, 8, 13, 46, 324–5
Israel 43, 63, 117, 132, 179, 217
Italy 1, 8, 27, 35, 49, 59, 129, 289
Japan 1, 3, 6, 8, 21, 35, 40, 42, 47, 57–8, 61, 63–4, 78, 80, 87, 89, 119, 121–2, 131, 151, 156, 175–6, 178–9, 214, 218, 220, 222, 255, 274
job involvement 151–2
cultural values and 151
expatriates and 154
individual differences and 153
personality and 151
total life stress and 154
turnover 152
withdrawal 152
Jordan 7, 77
knowledge creation
combination mode 277
externalization mode 277
internationalization mode 277
socialization mode 277
knowledge management
absorption of 266
Confucian dynamism 278
cosmopolitan versus local orientation 278
creation of 266
diffusion of 266
explicit 262, 273, 274, 277
holistic versus linear orientation 278
implicit see tacit
systemic 262
tacit 262, 273, 274, 275, 277
time orientation 278
universalism versus particularism 278
worker 263, 275
knowledge transfer
absorptive capacity and 268
administrative issues in 265
cultural context and 206
cultural differences in 268–70, 273, 278, 282
factors affecting 280
innovation and 283
language, role in 266
person-embodied 265, 270
process-embodied 264–5, 270
product-embodied 264, 270
R & D and 283
strategic issues in 265, 266
Korea 21, 64, 89, 139, 214
Kuwait 41
Lebanon 7
leadership 209–11, 225
autonomous leadership type
behavior and 225
behavioral perspective and 212–13
characteristics of global 233
charismatic 211, 216, 225–6
community-sharing orientation and 220
Confucianism and 222
contingency perspective 212, 214
contingency theory and 218, 220
creativity and 211
cultural distance and 215
cultural variations in 213, 221–2, 228
equality-matching orientation and 221
global 233
GLOBE studies and 218, 223–8
human leader behavior and 225
implicit perspective 212, 215
institutional collectivism and 222
market-pricing orientation 221
nurturance task theory and 218, 219
participative leader behavior and 225, 226
path goal theory and 215
performance maintenance theory and 218
performance-orientated 228
relationship-oriented 214
self-protected leader behavior 225, 226
styles of 228
substitutes for 215
task-oriented 214
team-oriented leader behavior and 225
trait-based perspective and 212–13
transformational 211, 212, 216
Libya 7, 117
loyalty 28–30
Malaysia 7, 8, 54–5, 58, 61
management
cross-cultural 10
maquiladora 49
masculinity–femininity see Hofstede
Mexico 6, 14, 27–8, 35, 54, 61, 67, 80, 89, 139, 169, 214, 217, 226, 255
modernity 324–5
Mongolia 167
Namibia 226
negotiation
with Brazilians 108
communication and 103, 108
consensus 28
concessions in 103, 105
cultural variations in 100–28
face 91
goals of 103
information exchange and 103, 105
with Japanese 108
with Koreans 109
in labor and industrial relations 101
persuasion and 103, 105, 108
preparation for 103, 105
process of 103–109
relationship-building in 103, 105
status and 110
third party 106, 110, 114
trust and 106
Netherlands 12, 62–3, 122, 132, 139, 175, 208, 217
New Zealand 11, 13, 21, 45, 57, 65, 106, 131, 140, 143, 172, 179, 256
Nigeria 54
norms
social 21
North Korea 81, 177
Norway 26, 40, 47, 60, 63, 123, 175, 179, 226
Oman 7, 14, 122
organization design see structure
particularism 35
Philippines 28
Poland 172, 265, 265
Portugal 37, 129
power distance 60–61
and decision-making 60
privacy 36
proxemics 36
psychological contact 146–7, 163, 165, 166–7, 170, 199

Qatar 67
Quwait see Kuwait

reciprocity 10
relationships
horizontal collectivism and 178
power distance and 178
vertical collectivism and 178
vertical versus horizontal 178
research
cross-cultural themes and 45
ethnographic 316
and level of analysis 16
methodology 314
roles
managerial 166
Romania 172
Russia 1, 16, 46, 57, 62–3, 67, 81, 89, 138–9, 148, 252

Saudi Arabia 7, 8, 14, 21, 33, 47, 77, 122, 154
self-concept 113, 177
self-construal see self-concept
shame 10
simpatico 113
Singapore 13, 35, 49, 58, 140, 148, 156, 162, 217, 226, 265
Somalia 67
South Africa 49, 67, 139, 169, 226
South Korea 6, 14, 55, 61–2, 87, 121, 131, 139, 140, 143, 151, 156, 162, 178–9, 265, 268, 274
Spain 9, 14, 30, 40, 58–9, 129, 208, 289
stereotypes 9, 76
auto- 22
hetero- 22
stress 162–84
alienation and 167
and burnout 164
consequences in organizations and 163
cultural differences in 172, 177–8
and downsizing 164
globalization and 162
health and 168
job 62
management of 173
mergers and acquisitions and 163
powerlessness and 167
pressure to innovate and 165–8
psychological strain and 180
religion and 174
restructuring of work and 165
role conflict and 166
role overload and 166
social support and 173
uncertainty and 164
work–life balance and 167
structure
bureaucracy 240
centralization 238–41
chaebol and 253, 254
Confucian dynamic and 258
cultural influence on 254, 255
cultural variations in 202, 239, 246
decentralization 241
decision-making in 241, 242, 252
environment and 253
Five Cardinal Virtues and 247, 249
formalization 240, 241, 246
hierarchy and 241, 242
keiretsu and 253, 254
matrix 258
particularism and 247
quanxi and 247, 248
and relationships 247
specialization and 241
tribe 240
village maker 240–41
well-oiled machine 240, 241
zaibatsu and 254
Sweden 40, 43, 47, 57, 60, 63, 123, 142, 175, 179, 226, 268, 289
Switzerland 41, 63, 77, 89, 90
Syria 7
Taiwan see China
Tanzania 54
tasks
additive 195
compensatory 195
complementary 196
conjunctive 195
disjunctive 195
technology
transfer 262, 264
teams see groups
additive tasks and 195
communication in 201
compensatory tasks and 195
conjunctive tasks and 195
culture and 186
decision-making latitude and 190
disjunctive tasks and 195
globalization and 186
multicultural and 196, 199, 200
problem-solving in 201
surgical 189
synchronicity in 201
virtual 74, 186, 189, 192, 201
temporal orientation see time
terrorism 117
Thailand 21, 61, 64, 87, 131, 140
testing
analytical 65
systemic 65
time
long-term orientation 64
monochromic 64
polychromic 64
sequential 34
short-term orientation 64
synchronic 34
training
cultural assimilator and 116
Turkey 7, 8, 27, 49, 63, 174, 307

uncertainty avoidance 60
United Arab Emirates 7, 14, 77, 122, 154
United Kingdom 1, 6, 12, 17, 27, 35–6, 39, 43, 46, 49, 57–9, 63, 65, 77,
universalism 112, 35
Venezuela 28, 61
Vietnam 131, 140, 156, 162
Women
and work 8, 47
work motivation 12, 129
centrality of work 131–2, 135, 155
cultural variations in 128–61
individualism–collectivism and 128, 135, 139
job performance and 130
job satisfaction 152
meaning of work 129, 130, 137
rewards and 130, 135, 140
social loafing 128
social norms and 132
theories of 135, 138, 139, 154
trust and 137
universalism and 137
vertical collectivism and 156
World Value Survey and 136
Yemen 122
Zambia 226
ziabatsu 113
Zimbabwe 226